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11 YEAR OLD BUCKSKIN PAINT $ 12,500

Description

Paintin is a beautiful and unique looking 11 year old 15.1 hand buckskin tobiano gelding with 2 blue eyes. This is
a very well trained gelding that responds well to light leg and hand cues. Collects up nice, has a smooth slow jog
and will lope out on cue always taking the correct lead. He will do a nice slow pony lope but has plenty of speeds
when if asked for it. Good stops, backs soft and side passes to open and close the gates and turns around as
well. He will confidently go wherever we point him and is solid on the neighborhood streets as well as out on our
steep rugged trails. He will lead or follow goes out alone and will navigate the steep rocky terrain like a good
ranch horse should. He crosses the river, downed timber and trail bridges and is one that knows where to put his
feet in tough country. He is equally as solid out on our busy streets and is super in the arena. Paintin has been
patterned on the barrels and has been ranched and roped on as well. This is a super nice horse that is 100%
safe sane and sound but is a forward moving horse that is light, sensitive and responsive so would not be a
beginners horse. If Barbara had her way she would be keeping this one for herself! Loads and hauls well, good to
shoe and bathe and will stand quiet at the tie rail. No bad habits and is oh sooooooooo fun to ride!

Ad Type: For Sale  Status: Sold

Name: PAINTIN  Gender: Gelding

Age: 11 yrs  Height: 15 hands

Color: Buckskin  Temperament: 3 (1 - calm; 10 - spirited)

Registered: No
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